100% Natural Citrus Extracts

FL RIDA

CHEMICAL

We source our citrus from around
the world, allowing us to offer origin
declarations on our extracts.
+ Brazilian Orange

+ California Navel

+ Clementine Tangerine

+ Florida Valencia Orange

+ Mexican Lime

+ Tangelo

+ Spanish Orange

+ Persian Lime

+ Mexican Dancy Tangerine

+ Early Mid Orange

+ Argentinian Lemon

+ Red Grapefruit

+ Blood Orange

+ Red Mandarin

+ Pink Grapefruit

What makes our extracts brewer friendly:
+ Highly Consistent

+ Customizable

+ Microbe Free

+ Water Soluble

+ Sustainable

ABOUT US
At Flotek, we are passionate about citrus. For 75 years, we have dedicated ourselves to helping our clients create
unforgettable tasting experiences. Our extracts are created directly from the natural oils that are released from citrus
peels during the juicing process. Located in the heart of Florida citrus in Winter Haven, FL, we source the highest
quality ingredients both down the road and around the world. We are committed to partnering with craft brewers to
bring the highest quality natural citrus ingredients that will enhance your signature flavors.

FOR ANY QUESTIONS AND INQUIRIES
EMAIL CITRUS@FLOTEKIND.COM | CALL 863-294-8483
FLOTEK FLAVOR & FRAGRANCE, LLC • 351 WINTER HAVEN BLVD. N.E. • WINTER HAVEN, FL 33881 • P: 8 63-294-8483 • F: 863-294-7783

W W W.FLORIDACHEMICAL.COM

DISCLAIMER: While the information and data contained herein are presented in good faith and believed to be reliable,
nothing herein shall be deemed to constitute a warranty, express or implied, that the information or data is reliable,
accurate, or complete or that the products described herein are merchantable or fit for a particular purpose or that said
information, data, or products can be used without infringing the intellectual property rights of third parties. Individuals
who receive the products or the information or data relating to the products described herein, must use their own
judgment in determining fitness for a particular purpose. Unless otherwise stated, the information or data contained
herein relates to the products when not used in conjunction with any other products or materials. Flotek Industries,
Inc. and its affiliates (“Flotek”) disclaim all express and implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose, and non-infringement. Flotek shall not be liable for any loss or damage that may occur from the use of the
products described herein, including the use of the products in conjunction with other products or materials, or reliance
on the data or information described herein.

